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CNN: “Russia Is an Adversary, Ukraine Is Not.”
So that settles it!

By Gary Leupp
Global Research, July 19, 2017
Dissident Voice 17 July 2017

Region: Europe, Russia and FSU
Theme: Media Disinformation, Militarization

and WMD, US NATO War Agenda
In-depth Report: UKRAINE REPORT

Monday morning. David Chalian, CNN Political Director, on CNN’s “New Day” program. News
ticker: “How do Trump-Russia and DNC-Ukraine compare?

New Day co-anchor Alysin Camerota (former Fox anchor) puts the question to her Political
Director.

Chalian’s mechanical reply: “Russia is an adversary, Ukraine is not.”

Camerota, as always exuding wisdom, follows up:

“Thanks so much for sifting through this with us.” (Good, so that’s settled!
There  had  been  so  much  sifting  there,  in  those  few  precious  boilerplate
minutes.)

But  wait ,  Mr.  Pol i t ical  Director!  (And  by  the  way,  Dave,  what’s  your  job
description? How exactly do you direct CNN’s politics? The responsibility must rest heavily
on  your  robust  43-year-o ld  shoulders . )  What  law  ever  made  Russ ia  an
adversary? My adversary, your adversary? Was some law passed that I didn’t notice?
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Russia wasn’t an adversary under Yeltsin in the 90s, when the collapse of the old system
produced mind-boggling misery as neocons in this country crowed about the triumph of
capitalism and the need for U.S. “full-spectrum dominance” forever and ever. It wasn’t an
adversary  when Yeltsin  bombarded  the  Russian  Parliament  building  kin  1993  because
legislators backed by the Supreme Court refused to disband. That as you know was two
years before the U.S. interfered in the Russian elections to insure Yeltsin’s reelection.

It wasn’t an adversary when the new leader Vladimir Putin offered assistance to the U.S. in
its Afghan war, offering NATO a transport route through Russia.

Moscow only became, in the minds of some, an adversary when it started to seriously
challenge  Washington’s  unremitting  efforts  to  expand  its  anti-Russian  military  alliance,
NATO.  The  main  talking  points  of  the  clueless  Camerotas  are

(1) Russia invaded Georgia in 2008,

(2) Russia invaded Ukraine in 2014, and

(3) Russia is somehow threatening the Baltic states. But these situations are never analyzed
in any depth; they are simply a litany of officially mandated postulates about the past. And
NATO never factors into the narrative.

Mr. Chalian: Is not your primary function as CNN’s Political Director to direct attention away
from any critical thinking about NATO? And to discourage attention to the fact that NATO
has expanded by 13 members since 1999, to surround Russia? Isn’t it among your key
functions to discourage people from wondering why this is happening, or why Russians of all
stripes  find  this  expansion  a  matter  of  concern?  And  to  depict  Russian  resistance  to  U.S.
geopolitical expansion as aggression?

What sort of logical gymnastics do you have to inflict on yourself to argue as you do? And
even to add to the list of Russian wrongs Moscow’s support for the Syrian state versus
terrorism, in the face of U.S. efforts to topple the Syrian regime in league, as you know (you
do know, right?) with al-Nusra aligned forces backed by Saudi Arabia?

And Ms. Camerota: Is it not your primary function as CNN morning anchor to furrow your
brow and  roll  your  eyes  when  reading  the  (politically  directed)  teleprompter  content,
whenever you are reporting on anything Russian, and to exude equanimity when, as your
default mode, you glorify the U.S. military no matter what they do? And send best wishes to
John McCain as though he—of course—deserves them?

Why do you inevitably tell anyone you interview who has fought in a U.S. war—any war, for
any reason—that “We thank you for your service?”

Is that heart-felt enthusiasm for anyone’s participation in wars of aggression based on lies,
or a rule of etiquette set down by the political director? Because it is a distinctly political
statement.  A loyalty oath you make every day, I  suspect as a condition for continued
employment.

Try asking the person you interview next time: Are you actually proud of what you did in
Vietnam? Or Afghanistan? Or Iraq? Are you concerned about the war crimes? (You might be
back on a plane to New Jersey within days.)
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Pathetic.  Let  me  “sift”  through  this  with  you.  You  guys  in  the  final  analysis  promote  war.
Your promotion of Russophobia as an article of faith constitutes active collusion with the
U.S. war machine. You are an active, unregistered, propagandist for NATO by default. And
maybe you don’t even know it. Maybe on your own time you confuse NATO with UNESCO
and for the life of you can’t grasp why any good person would worry about it.

Russia is not my adversary. Warmongers and their colluders are. You are.

Gary Leupp is a Professor of History at Tufts University, and author of numerous works on
Japanese history. He can be reached at: gleupp@granite.tufts.edu. Read other articles by
Gary.
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